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FOREWORD

The Wagner Act should be thoroughly understood by every department head, every supervisor who works for a company engaged in industry or commerce. It aims to encourage collective bargaining by preventing employers and all management representatives from doing certain things that Congress has designated as "unfair labor practices" because they are considered to interfere with employees' opportunities to join labor organizations and to be represented by them in negotiations with their employers.

This manual does not attempt to give a complete study of the Act and all its requirements and limitations, for such a study of one of the most important and far-reaching statutes would require many more pages than are here at the author's disposal. It has one purpose: to give to foremen and other supervisors the gist of the Act; to give those specific details that are of special concern to them.

While Congressional Committees have long been studying various suggested amendments to the Act, there is practically no chance that the law will soon be repealed. There is little chance, moreover, of any early modifications of those parts of the law that impose restrictions on supervisory conduct. Even among those groups of business men and those factions of organized labor which are advocating a drastic modification of the law, there seems to be no disposition to seek alteration of the provisions
making it illegal for an employer or any of his executive and supervisory staff to interfere with employees for the purpose of encouraging or discouraging union activity.

No supervisor should run the risk of getting his company into serious difficulties just because he hopes that the Wagner Act will soon be amended—for the penalties involved for violations are entirely too expensive. Such a hope would be a rather poor defense before the National Labor Relations Board or any court of law.
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THE WAGNER ACT
(The National Labor Relations Act of 1935)

A MANUAL FOR DEPARTMENT HEADS
AND FOREMEN

The Wagner Act presents difficult and delicate problems for the supervisory force. It is a law which undertakes to regulate the day-by-day conduct of persons having supervisory authority in their dealings with employees on all matters having a bearing upon union activity.

More than ten years have passed since the Wagner Act went into operation. During this period hundreds of companies and thousands of supervisors have had the bitter experience of finding out what is required of them by being accused of committing "unfair labor practices" and having to tell their story to officials of the National Labor Relations Board. Dealing as it does with human motives as well as with concrete actions, the Wagner Act invariably has to be interpreted and applied on the basis of the particular facts in each case. Hence, it has taken hundreds of decisions of the National Labor Relations Board to clarify the meaning and effect of the provisions restricting employers' conduct.

"Unfair Labor Practices" Banned by Act

Many of the seemingly unfair and unreasonable decisions of the National Labor Relations Board take on a different aspect when one views them in the light of the
main purpose of the Wagner Act. This purpose is clearly set forth in the Act itself. In Section 1, Congress declared it to be the policy of the federal government to encourage "the practice and procedure of collective bargaining." That is just what the Board has tried to do. Whether this policy is a good one is a matter in which supervisors may properly concern themselves as citizens and voters. But unless and until the policy is changed by act of Congress, supervisors are confronted with the necessity of complying with the law as it now stands. If they fail to do so, they and their superiors may be ordered by the Board to mend their ways and take remedial action as well.

To give practical effect to the policy of encouraging collective bargaining, the Wagner Act specifies certain kinds of conduct by employers or their agents that are declared to constitute "unfair labor practices" and that are accordingly made illegal. As these unfair labor practices are phrased in general and rather indefinite terms, the Labor Relations Board is empowered under the Act to decide the extent of their application in specific cases and when it finds illegal acts have been committed, to order those found guilty to cease and desist.

The whole substance of the law, as far as supervisors are concerned, appears in two of the statute's sixteen sections. These are Sections 7 and 8.

In Section 7, employees of companies subject to the Act are declared to have the right of self-organization. In other words, they are guaranteed freedom to form, join, or assist labor organizations and to bargain collectively through such organizations, and also to engage in other concerted activities for their mutual aid or protection.
These rights are not absolute. In fact, other parts of the statute qualify them very materially. For example, minority groups of employees are deprived by the law itself of an opportunity to bargain through representatives of their own choosing whenever some labor organization is found by the Board to represent a majority of the employees in what is termed “an appropriate unit.” Note that the Act does not say that employees must bargain collectively or must join labor organizations. It stops with saying that they shall have the right to do these things.

With the view to protecting employees in the exercise of the rights assured to them under Section 7, it is provided in Section 8 of the Act that their employers must refrain from engaging in any of the five unfair labor practices enumerated therein. Each of these is discussed briefly below.

In considering the extent of the application of these unfair labor practices to his own position and functions, every supervisor should keep constantly in mind the fact that he is always regarded as a representative of management. The law says this rather simply. It states that for the purposes of the Act the term “employer” includes any person acting in the interest of an employer, directly or indirectly. The Board, in turn, has construed this provision as meaning that all persons having supervisory authority are in fact agents and spokesmen of employers. In other words, when a foreman or a sub-foreman breaks the law, even without the knowledge or consent of his superiors, it is just the same as though the top management had done it. His company always has to take the consequences.
Interference, Restraint, or Coercion

Unfair Labor Practice No. 1 (Section 8-1) prohibits supervisors from interfering with, restraining, or coercing employees in their exercise of the rights of self-organization and collective bargaining. This is a broad and sweeping ban on any kind of supervisory conduct that might have the intent or the effect of preventing employees from signing up with any labor organization, or encouraging them to join a labor organization that the management happens to look upon with favor. Among the specific actions by company executives, department heads, and foremen, that have been held by the Board to involve violations of this section are the following:

1. Checking up on attendance at union meetings or having a spy report the results of such meetings
2. Offering promotions or wage increases to employees on the condition that they will join one union or refrain from joining another
3. Threatening to “beat up” union members or organizers
4. Circulating anti-union petitions
5. Making critical or favorable statements about a labor organization to employees
6. Asking employees whether or not they belong to a particular union.

Innumerable other actions of a similar nature or for a similar purpose might be cited. It is not necessary that a supervisor be successful in accomplishing the results he seeks. His intent is what counts. If he is brought before the Board on a charge of committing unfair labor practices and is unable to give a convincing story to refute the
evidence charging him with illegal interference, then the chances are the Board will decide against him.

\textit{Company Dominated Unions}

Unfair Labor Practice No. 2 (Section 8-2) makes it illegal for any person having supervisory authority to dominate or interfere with the formation or activities of a labor organization or to give a labor organization any kind of support. This provision was written into the law with the primary object of preventing the continued operation and future development of shop committees or employee representation plans owing their existence to the efforts of management. In other words, the desire of Congress was to put an end to company-dominated unions. Actually, while aiming at one target, Congress hit another one. It used a shotgun instead of a rifle. As construed by the Board, this unfair labor practice makes it a federal offense for any supervisor to do or say anything to employees that might have the result of inducing them to join a union affiliated with the A.F. of L., or the C.I.O. Hence this part of the Act applies not only to company unions but rather to all kinds of labor organizations.

Unfair Labor Practice No. 2 does not outlaw any and all independent unions, or inside labor organizations. Company unions, works councils, and other labor organizations unaffiliated with any national group are not affected by the law at all so long as they remain entirely free from any taint of management influence or support. On the other hand, this unfair labor practice expressly prohibits supervisors and other management spokesmen from taking any steps to get their employees to create a
new labor organization or to join one already in existence. It also makes it illegal for them to provide direct or indirect inducements to a labor organization in such forms as allowing union members to meet on company property for transaction of union business, or giving them time off with pay for the conduct of union affairs, when the same privileges are not extended to members of all labor organizations to which any of the employees may belong.

Discrimination Regarding Terms of Employment

It is Unfair Labor Practice No. 3, (Section 8–3) which imposes the greatest restrictions on supervisory conduct. This prohibits any action to encourage or discourage membership in a labor organization through resort to discrimination in hiring, transferring, promoting, laying-off, discharging, or giving preferential treatment to any employees. The only qualification is the proviso to the effect that this unfair labor practice shall not be construed as making illegal a closed shop, provided that the closed shop agreement is entered into with full compliance with other provisions of the Act relating to majority rule, etc.

Reduced to simple language, Unfair Labor Practice No. 3 prevents supervisors from refusing to hire employees because they belong to a union (or don't belong) and from discharging employees because of their union membership or lack of it. It also prevents them from showing favoritism between employees on account of their union connections. That is to say, it is illegal for a foreman to show any favoritism in handling his men just because they happen to belong or not to belong to some labor organization.

This part of the Act does not deprive foremen and de-
partment heads of their right to select employees at their own discretion, to fire anyone who deserves to be fired, or to transfer, lay-off, promote, or give wage increases on the basis of merit and merit alone. The United States Supreme Court has expressly ruled on this point. The Court has declared:

"The Act does not interfere with the normal exercise of the right of the employer to select its employees or to discharge them. The employer may not, under cover of that right, intimidate or coerce its employees with respect to their self-organization and representation, and, on the other hand, the Board is not entitled to make its authority a pretext for interference with the right of discharge when that right is exercised for other reasons than such intimidation and coercion."

In short, all that Unfair Labor Practice No. 3 requires of supervisors is that they refrain absolutely from using their authority to hire, discharge, and otherwise change the job status of employees for the purpose of interfering with union activity. A foreman's reasons for hiring Tom Reynolds instead of Joe Schmalz do not have to be good ones. The foreman, like his own bosses, is entitled to make errors of judgment. The department chief can lay off Mary White because he doesn't like her typing as well as that of Lois Brown, even though Miss White's typing may really be superior.

The Board and the courts are not interested in substituting their judgment for that of the employees' own supervisors on such matters. The only time they intervene is when there is a reason for believing that a supervisor's real motive for hiring a man like Reynolds instead of one like Schmalz was because Reynolds didn't like the
union, while Schmalz was a union leader. That would be clearly illegal. Likewise, if Lois Brown was kept on the job solely because she was a member of a company union, despite the fact that Mary White was obviously a better worker, and there was evidence to show that this was the real reason, then the Board would be likely to hold that the department head had committed an unfair labor practice.

In such cases, the Board usually exercises its rights to order remedial action. In other words, if it finds that an employee has been illegally refused employment, it will ordinarily order the offending company to give that person a job, even if this means firing someone else. Similarly, the Board will frequently order an offending company to restore to his job a person who is found to have been illegally dismissed, and to give that person back pay for all time lost on account of the company's unfair labor practice.

**Discrimination for Complaining against Employer**

The fourth Unfair Labor Practice (Section 8-4) scarcely needs any explanation. It just spells out in more detail one of the kinds of conduct that is made illegal by Unfair Labor Practice No. 3. Specifically, it makes it illegal to discharge or otherwise discriminate against an employee for filing charges of violating the Act against any of his superiors or for testifying at a hearing before the Board.

**Refusal to Bargain Collectively**

Usually, operating supervisors are not affected in any way by Unfair Labor Practice No. 5. This makes it
illegal for management to refuse to bargain with the duly authorized representatives selected by employees for the purpose of negotiating labor agreements. It is none the less a most important provision of the statute and one that has given rise to all sorts of trouble for employers, for labor unions, and for the Board itself. Consequently, supervisors may find it advantageous to familiarize themselves with the general principles applied by the Board in interpreting this part of the law.

The Board has held that in order to avoid violating Section 8-5, an employer must bargain in good faith. That is to say, an employer must sincerely try to reach some sort of an agreement with the labor organization selected by his employees as their representative, if and when he is requested to do so. The employer does not have to give a wage increase just because a union demands it. In fact, he may counter with a proposal for a wage decrease or stand "pat" and insist on leaving present wage rates unchanged. But as long as there is any prospect of obtaining a meeting of minds, the Board has held, the employer must continue to negotiate with the union and if its proposals are unacceptable, he must advance counterproposals.

Of course, the requirements respecting collective bargaining do not prevent a union from calling a strike, or an employer from locking out his employees. The Act expressly states that nothing therein shall be construed with interfering with the right to strike. It says nothing about lock-outs. Nevertheless, lock-outs are not illegal under this statute except when they are undertaken for the purpose of discouraging legitimate union activities.
Majority Rule

Of necessity, the foregoing explanation is over-simplified. The Board's decisions involving Section 8–5 have raised many controversial points that have been the subject of court review, and are too complex for accurate summary in a short pamphlet such as this. But one further factor should be mentioned in the interest of reasonable clarity and accuracy. This has to do with the principle of majority rule. It is not an unfair labor practice under the Wagner Act for an employer to refuse to bargain with any union that happens to represent some of his employees. What the law does require is that the employer must bargain with the particular union, if any, that represents the majority of the employees in an appropriate unit. When no such majority exists an employer may freely refrain from bargaining with any union. In fact, if two rival unions are competing for membership in a plant, and the management signs up with one without making sure that it has a majority, then the management runs the risk of being held in violation of the law. Of course, the first question to be determined in ascertaining whether or not a union represents a majority, is the question of what constitutes the appropriate unit in the particular situation. That, too, is a difficult and controversial matter and one that has caused many headaches for all parties concerned.

Determination of Appropriate Bargaining Units

As already indicated, the Act requires observance of the principle of majority rule. But majority of what? Under some circumstances a union may have in its mem-
bership a majority of all the employees of a large company, but still be deprived of the right to bargain with the employer. On the other hand, a union may represent as few as two or three employees, and still be given exclusive bargaining rights for those particular individuals.

In each case it is up to the Board to decide what the appropriate unit actually is. The Act says, "The unit appropriate for the purposes of collective bargaining shall be the employer unit, craft unit, plant unit, or sub-division thereof." Since the term "employer" is defined elsewhere in the Act as including any person acting in the interest of an employer, the Board considers that it has the power to group together into a single unit all the employees of a considerable number of employers who have adopted the practice of joining together for collective bargaining purposes and selecting a single association, committee or individual to negotiate with a union on their behalf. For the purposes of the Act the bargaining agent of a group of companies is considered to be the employer of the employees working for those companies.

It is possible under the Act for a number of separate craft unions each to be designated as a distinct bargaining unit for the classes of employees of a single plant who are eligible to membership in their organizations. It is also possible for an industrial union to be designated as the appropriate unit for all production employees of a single plant including skilled craftsmen who belong to a rival union. The Board may decide that all manual workers in two or three different plants of the same company should be brought together in a single unit or, conversely, that the employees of a single plant constitute the proper unit.
In reaching a decision in each case, the Board takes into account a number of diverse facts and circumstances. As the Board has stated:

"The nature of the work done by the employees involved, their training and the extent of their responsibilities, and the organization of the employer's business are all entitled to weight. In evaluating these factors, the Board must also consider the history of collective bargaining, whether successful or otherwise, among the employees involved as well as among the other employees in the same industry or in similar industries. Finally, the Board must evaluate various other factors which tend to show the presence or absence of a mutual interest in collective bargaining between various groups of employees."

**The Supervisor's Status as an Employee**

Some unions admit foremen to their memberships. Indeed, some unions have been able, through the exercise of their strength in collective bargaining, to force employers to require all foremen to take out membership, whether they wanted to or not. Other unions do not want any supervisors in their membership, and insist upon the immediate withdrawal of employees who have been promoted from the ranks to supervisory positions.

The fact that a union may demand of a company the right to bring all foremen into its membership proves nothing. Under the Wagner Act no restrictions are placed upon the actions of labor organizations. A union may even force an employer to violate the Act by "pulling" a strike for the purpose of inducing him to fire some non-union employees. This has happened more than once since the Wagner Act went into effect. Be that as it may, the employer not only has the right but the obligation to
make sure that his entire supervisory force refrain from any union connections or activities that may bring him in conflict with the law.

The Labor Relations Board holds the employer, i.e., the company, responsible for any acts on the part of the supervisory force that would be illegal if engaged in by the top management or the president of the company himself. It is therefore against the law for foremen and other supervisors to encourage any employees under them to join any union, or to try to prevent them from joining a union. If a foreman belongs to the same union as that of which his workmen are members, he invariably places his company in the position of being open to a charge of violating the Act. Why? Because all of his activities in behalf of the union may be construed by the men who work for him as involving management interference or coercion. Even his attendance at a union meeting might be regarded as a form of spying if, in the course of performing his supervisory duties he took advantage of his knowledge of the union's plans and decisions.

The foreman cannot legally act simultaneously as a supervisor and as a union recruiting agent. Nor can he bargain with himself and that, in effect, is the position he would be in if he belonged to the same union as that representing a majority of the employees in his department. The Board itself has stated that a company "is not relieved from responsibility for the union activity of its supervisory employees by virtue of membership of such employees in a labor organization. A corporate employer in its relations to its ordinary employees necessarily acts through and must be held responsible for the acts of its supervisory employees."
To be sure, there have been Board decisions putting so-called working foremen in the same bargaining unit with ordinary production employees. When this has happened it is usually because both the union and the company were in agreement on the matter. As a general rule, the Board refuses to allow any supervisors to be included in the bargaining unit with rank-and-file employees if objection is raised by any party having an interest in the matter, i.e., the management or one or more labor organizations or groups of employees.

Quite frequently the Board has to decide questions regarding the status of employees where there is some doubt as to the extent of their supervisory authority. Perhaps for one reason or another a company has given fancy titles to a lot of employees who do practically the same sort of work as the other employees in their departments. When the Board finds that persons actually have any considerable degree of control over the work of others, it usually designates them as supervisors even though they may also work with their hands themselves. To illustrate, the Board held that the "floor boys" in a small garment plant were supervisors despite a contention to the contrary. The facts in the case showed that while these "floor boys" had no authority to hire or fire, their duties included distributing work to other employees, taking charge of production and running the plant when their superior was absent. Moreover, the other employees considered the "floor boys" to be their bosses. In view of these facts, the Board ruled that the "floor boys" had to be classed as supervisors.

So what! That is just what a union official might say if this or any number of other decisions of the Board were
cited to him as providing sufficient reason for a supervisor's staying out of his union. It is true, that in doubtful cases the Board must decide. To be on the safe side, however, any foreman or department head who wants to join a union or is under pressure to join a union, should take the necessary steps in consultation with his superiors, to make sure that by doing so he is not violating the law.

**Supervisory Rights under the Act**

As far as the Wagner Act is concerned, the operating supervisor still retains almost all the authority and all the rights that he ever possessed in the running of his department. There is just one exception. The sole restriction that the Act places upon him is in connection with his attitude and his actions regarding labor organizations. Subject to company rules and to the terms of any labor agreements that may be in force, he is free under the Act to hire whomever he pleases. But if he asks a job applicant if he belongs to a union and, getting an affirmative answer, then fails to hire the man, he is violating the law provided the man can show that he is properly qualified to do the job. The foreman is also free to discharge any employee who he thinks deserves the axe. He can promote his own son to the job held by his best workman if he is foolish enough to do so. He can get a raise for the poorest employee in the department. He can lay off long-service employees and give their jobs to the most recently hired workers, if he is short-sighted enough to want to do anything of the sort. If he does want to do any of these things, however, and any of the persons involved happen to be members of unions, he cannot legally take such action if there are good grounds.
for believing his real purpose is to encourage or discourage union activity. It is his motive that is the deciding factor. Of course, in the interest of preserving efficiency, maintaining good morale, and keeping the respect of employees, a foreman should always have good reasons for every decision he makes. As long as he is absolutely neutral in his affairs, as long as he is entirely impartial in his attitude toward the members and non-members of labor organizations, and as long as he keeps out of his mind any thought of encouraging or discouraging union activity by reason of his handling of the men under him, he need have no fear that the Labor Board will take over the running of his job. In short, an incompetent union man can be fired at will. A highly proficient non-union employee may be freely promoted to a better job instead of a union member with equal service. It is when a supervisor uses an employee's union connection or lack of it for the purpose of interfering with his employees' own decisions on union matters that he is likely to get his company into trouble with the Board.
THE LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS ACT OF 1947

How it will affect your employer-employe relations.

An Operating Guide For All Employers.
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The Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 will affect your labor relations in the following ways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>How Law Will Work</th>
<th>What You Should Do</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>What You Should Do</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Your present contract is not affected by the new law until June 23, 1947.</td>
<td>The majority of the provisions of the new Labor Law do not begin operating until January 1, 1947.</td>
<td>You cannot claim the new law limits your freedom of contract.</td>
<td>For the first time since the enactment of the Wagner Act, management has the right to give notice and dismiss employees. You can now claim that the new law limits your freedom of contract.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your union may organize new plants at any time and not be subject to the jurisdiction of the old works council.</td>
<td>But you must remember that your present contract is not affected by the new law until January 1, 1947.</td>
<td>You are no longer required to recognize your present union for the purpose of collective bargaining.</td>
<td>You are no longer required to recognize your present union for the purpose of collective bargaining.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You should read the following summary of the new law and work out the new contract with your present union.</td>
<td>Don't be misled into thinking that the new law makes the old law obsolete.</td>
<td>You should read the following summary of the new law and work out the new contract with your present union.</td>
<td>Don't be misled into thinking that the new law makes the old law obsolete.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You are not required to recognize your present union at any time for the purpose of collective bargaining.</td>
<td>But not that: Once the law has passed—if you or the union cannot reach labor peace, or violate your present agreement, then the law of the land, which does not belong to these labor attorneys, automatically comes into play.</td>
<td>You cannot be coerced into making a new contract with a union which still holds an expired contract. You cannot be coerced into making a new contract with a union which still holds an expired contract.</td>
<td>You cannot be coerced into making a new contract with a union which still holds an expired contract.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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